
unduetrestella, kids art and design curatorial project based in Milan, creates a new customized 2017 advent 
calendar, stars collection (for Christmas). 

After My Angel, 2015 advent calendar, dedicated to an angel, drawn by a special mom, unduetrestella goes on its 
research between art and design for kids, started since 2008.
stars collection (for Christmas) involves different creative talents who share the idea to image a world of aesthetic for children: 
artists, designers, fashion designers, and illustrators, with some surprising...little guest stars.
Everybody draws a star, unique and unrepeatable, like those from the fairy tales, from our childhood memories, and 
from our dreams of flying spending the nights looking at the sky. 
Stars to colour, to customize, and not to forget.

stars collection (for Christmas) are:

Alicucio, designer from Sicily and based in Turin,who magically turns waste wood into unique pieces of imagination

         Bumoon, Spanish kids decoration brand

Pierluigi Calignano, Italian artist who plays with art and imagination, revealing the truth 

Martine camillieri, French artist who create precious architectures and imaginative worlds and landscapes

       Martina della valle, Italian artist who is able to reveal special stories through her photography 

fam fara, Polish brand of kids furniture and more

dossoforito, design studio born in Verona in 2012 by Livia Rossi and Gianluca Giabardo

Fabulous Goose, quality gifts for the special children in your life

Furf Design studio, Brasilian design studio who has able to imbue an object with poetry and romance 

io kids design, innovative kids furniture brand, based in London

melina for kids, a place mat for breakfast, lunch or dinner that turns into a little doll

nobody&co, interior and exterior design brand, based in Milan, founded by Alisée Matta and Giovanni Gennari in 2005

                luca paulli, Italian director and animator who lives and works in London (illustration by Jovanna Nozinic) 

 paola pezza, fashion designer and creative hand-crafted artist

     Puella, Italian brand conceived by the fashion designer Barbara Barbantini, in love with memory and poetry

Alex Raso, artist and Illustrator, able to spread sounds through his pencil 

Studio delle Alpi, idesign studio based in the centre of Europe and loving ...the Alps! 

Toctoc lab, kids design project by Matteo Bissaca, who design tools to practice the creative experience of composition

Flaminia veronesi is an artist who explores the theme of the fantastic through sculptures, drawings and illustrations

 stars collection (for Christmas) is realized by Fratelli Bonvini Milano - Cartoleria e Tipografia dal 1909

              stars Collection (for christmas) 
2017 advent calendar


